Applicability of the mini-subvastus total knee arthroplasty technique: an analysis of 725 cases with mean 2-year follow-up.
Recent total knee arthroplasty (TKA) studies suggest a more rapid functional recovery with minimally invasive surgical (MIS) techniques. These studies often fail to disclose the percentage of primary TKA that underwent the MIS technique, raising the concern that positive clinical outcomes are a result of patient selection. This study evaluates the applicability of the mini-subvastus technique in one surgeon's consecutive primary TKA patients. The applicability was determined utilizing a computer record review to determine the percentage of primary TKA patients in which the surgeon utilized a MIS surgical technique. The mini-subvastus approach was applied to 99% of 732 consecutive primary TKA. There was no patient selection based on age or weight. Traditional TKA, utilizing a medial parapatellar arthrotomy, was more likely to be performed on patients with a diagnosis of traumatic arthritis and in knees that required stems or augments. Preoperative tibiofemoral angle and mean knee deformity were not predictors of which procedure would be utilized. Despite employing this new surgical approach in nearly all primary TKAs, there was no increase in the complication rate. This high applicability rate with the mini-subvastus technique obviates concerns that the positive clinical outcomes in these patients are a result of patient selection.